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Director’s Profile
Tammy Cheung is an award winning documentary filmmaker in Hong Kong. She was born in Shanghai in 1958,
but grew up in Hong Kong. She studied sociology in Hong Kong and film studies in Montreal, Canada. She has
curated film festivals in Canada. She moved back to Hong Kong in 1994. And she became a teacher in her early
years. She made her first documentary film Invisible Women in 1999, which follows the lives of three Indian
women in Hong Kong. Also, she is the founder of Visible Record, which is devoted to producing, distributing,
exhibiting and promoting documentary films in Hong Kong. It is a non-profit organization which hosts the annual
Chinese Documentary Festival and provides filmmaking training in Hong Kong in order to raise people’s interest
in documentary films.

Synopsis
This film was filmed in 2002 and exhibited in different cities and countries (e.g. Taipei, Toronto, Munich, Singapore
and Seoul etc.) It was shot over three months. It chronicles the daily lives of two prestigious “Band One” secondary schools which are Ying Wa College ( boys’ school) and St. Catharine’s School for Girls ( girls’ school). The
daily activities include morning assemblies, lessons, extra-curricular activities, staff meetings and parent-teacher
gatherings. This film observes the Hong Kong education and school system at close-range and explores the
teaching objectives and styles, students’ common values and the relationship between parents and children.

Production History
Tammy Cheung thinks the theme of the education system is really
interesting and that an in-depth look at it is worthwhile. Besides, she
regards filming documentary films as a special way to understand key
issues, as an alternative to learning through reading books. Cheung
was once a teacher and many of her ex-colleagues kept sharing their
opinions about the education reforms with her. This became the initial
motive for Cheung to make this documentary, for education problems
remain serious in Hong Kong. Cheung’s view is that while many people
have a secondary school education and are familiar with the education
system, they may not have thought deeply enough about its problems.

Film Type
Secondary School is a strictly observational documentary. Influenced
by American filmmaker Frederick Wiseman, who is considered "the
most sophisticated intelligence" in the area of documentary, Cheung
employs an observational, non-intrusive approach—that of the Direct
Cinema style. The Direct Cinema approach means there is no voice
over, background music or even interviews. Cheung adopted this
approach in order to remain objective and to provide the viewer with
more room to interpret the unfolding realities. Therefore, Cheung used
a third person angle in shooting the whole film—the camera does not
favor the students’ perspective nor that of teachers. Also, Cheung’s
role in the film is like an invisible bystander and all the scenes are
shot straight on, at eye-level. This is how we see things in reality.
Thus, viewers will feel like outsiders who are allowed to observe the
filmed subject. Like other observational documentary filmmakers
opting for Direct Cinema, Tammy Cheung and her camerawoman
were described as “flies on the wall.”

Specific
Features
Although Secondary School is
filmed in a strictly observational
and non-intrusive manner, Cheung
still thinks that “No documentary
can be absolutely objective.” She
pointed out that her own stand
point is evident in her placement of
the camera and how she edits the
film. For example, in the first
release of the film, there was a
scene depicting an overweight girl
licking her plate at lunch. However,
it was eventually cut by Cheung
because she thought this type of
student was not common in a Band
one school and because she cares
about the representativeness of the
scene but not the entertaining
elements. Thus, we can see that
Secondary School is an objective
film although there may be subjective elements.

Reception
Both positive and negative comments have been made about the film. Those who are positive see Secondary
School as offering a detailed picture of education in HK, as covering many issues and as offering different
perspectives. It is also seen as truly inviting analysis and discussion. The film has attracted different audiences:
headmasters, teachers, student organizations from the secondary school and tertiary sectors. It has been even
used in connection with the training of teachers. However, some said that Tammy used the teachers’ perspective
as the main focus but did not provide the students’ perspective. They also claimed the arrangement of shots was
too choppy. Even worse, some think that Secondary School leads to the interpretation of school as a prison.

Background information
Starting from1994, the government of HK carried out education reform without much planning and very aggressively. The rushed reforms led to lots of problems:
First of all, the EMI system is inflexible. In September 1998, the HKSAR government adopted the language
policy of mother- tongue teaching for the public sector schools. Only those secondary schools that have a
proven record of successfully using English as the teaching medium are allowed to retain the use of English as
the medium of instruction (EMI). A total of 114 secondary Schools are EMI, 22.8% of the total 501 secondary
schools in HK . Being an EMI school is equivalent to being an elite school. The EMI system is rigid: schools
insist on teaching in English even when it has a negative outcome, especially in practical subjects like Home E
(home economics).
Also, the elite culture is dominant, for the government has changed the branding system, from band 1-5 to band
1-3. Students in band 2, now at the margin of band 1, find it difficult to catch up. This kind of elite culture
specially was shown in the band 1 schools. Students are always told to be conscious of their important identity
and image.
And then, the objective of both teachers’ teaching and students’ learning seems to entirely exam-oriented.
Students just aim at success in the public exam and at the opportunity for further study; very few of them enjoy
the activity of learning.
And this leads to the spoon-fed education we see in the film, with students falling asleep in class and no
response.

Evaluative Statement
The film encourages viewers to question and review the problems of education in Hong Kong. The film offers
viewers a new visual experience by reviewing the education system and encouraging diverse interpretations. The
use of “Direct Cinema” in the film functions effectively and allows the director to achieve her goals. The film shows
the power the camera has to influence society by successfully prompting widespread public discussion in the
educational, social and cultural sectors. Documentary film is a mirror of society and an opportunity to communicate
about matters of general, public concern. If the purpose of education is to inspire people to think more and to
investigate daily life, then this film is definitely an educational film. It invites us to think about the true purpose and
nature of education and study. This film is a good medium for further reflection and discussion, and this helps to
promote social improvement.

Discussion Questions
For Form1-3 students
1.
Do you think the HK education system is
improving or deteriorating these days?
2.
According to the film, what are the factors
causing the problematic aspects of the education
system in HK?
3.
If you were one of the students in either Ying
Wa or St. Catharine, how would you feel about the
school’s discipline and rules?

For Form 4-6 students
4. Do you think the film can offer us a new
visual experience of the HK education system?
To what extent?
5. Do you find that “Secondary School” differs
from other documentary films? (Yes/No). What
are the differences/ similarities?
6. Do you think that the use of a direct cinema
approach leaves you more room for interpretation?
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